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Motivation
 In visual communication, the proper style depends on the message we want to deliver to the observers and the emotions we want to evoke in them. This may change from time to

time and scene to scene in a game.

 In CGI, post production is far more efficient for changing and fine-tuning the style in terms of man-hours. Post production stylization tools should exist for video games.

 Providing multiple choices to players that give different game experience increases replayability. Rendering style definitely affects game experience, thus, a collection of styles may
improve replay value.

 All in all: we need for easy to apply, easy to parameterize and reusable stylization effects that may be changed real-time

NPR Effects for Games

 In video games, post-processing effects can serve these purposes, since they are very easy to apply to any games (including existing ones) and as they are computed in real-time, 
their parameters  (and thus the rendering style) may change dynamically.

 Important requirements for the effects: online post-processing + image stream = real-time performance + temporal coherence

 In this work, we tried to give a proof of concept:

 Preliminary survey: gathered a collection of effects. State of the art and a few new ideas.

 Implementation in a widely used game engine: reusable effects in the Unity game engine, designed to be put after the realistic rendering pipeline.

 Application to existing games: Unity demos and our own development. Each application took only a few minutes.
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Edge enhancement Texture Simplification

Depth Sensation by Varying Abstraction Level

Shadow Recoloring Example-based Color Palette

 1. Geometric edges: what artists do. Lines follow object silhouettes and main
geometric features, ridges and valleys.

 The standard post-processing implementation looks for discontinuities in
the depth and normal maps.

 2. Texture edges: how human visual perception works. Searches for abrupt
changes in the light intensity.

 State-of-the-art, producing artistic results and various effects:

XDoG by Winnemöller et al [9]

 1+2: preserves advantages: better shape depiction while texture details are not
lost (Redmond et al. [4]).

 Variable thickness, sensitivity.

 Greater detail control with pre-filtering [8]

 Edge color driven by the original color map: works especially well for the
background.

 “Negative” edges in shadows: B&W comics.

 The real world (and thus, realistic rendering) is too complex.

 Too many disturbing details, hard to extract relevant information.

 While edge enhancement emphasizes important details, texture simplification
dampens less important ones.

 Level of abstraction is increased.

 Similar tricks by comic artists, so results are often comic-like.

 Two orthogonal ways of reducing image complexity:

 Colors: lumimance quantization,

 Detailedness: detail preserving smoothing (bilateral filters, Kuwahara filter
etc.).

 Our implementation is based on the works of Winnemöller et al . [8] and
Kyprianidis et al. [2].

 Realistic depth-effects are often used in games: depth of field, atmospheric effects, fog, etc.

 Artists often create the sensation of depth by increasing the level of the abstraction with the distance
from the viewer: decreasing richness in colors and details, and object contours are less and less
emphasized by drawing increasingly thinner lines.

 Desaturation: decreasing richness in colors: more important parts are more vivid.

 Studies show that saturation can guide the user’s gaze [3,4].

 Easy to implement in HSV or HSL color spaces: various mappings of the depth to saturation (S).

 Image to the right: Unity Bootcamp demo

 Texture simplification can remove richness in details.

 Parameters control the strength of details to preserve.

 Mapping the depth to these parameters can create increased abstraction 
level for the background.

 Images: Unity Bootcamp demo.

 Decreasing edge thickness by depth: less emphasis on less important (background) objects.

 Artists indeed use thinner lines to depict farther objects [1].

 The implemented edge enhancement methods allow parameterization of thickness.

 Here: guided by the depth.

 In arts, shadows play an important role in increasing (or decreasing) contrast:

 Contrast between shadowed and lit regions,

 Painting: e.g. Chiaroscuro, impressionism [7],

 Comics: e.g. black shadows, complementary colors [7].

 These can be implemented by applying different color transforms in the HSV (HSL) components.

 Color palette determines the mood of an image.

 Setting the color palette “by hand” is very tedious.

 Color-transfer methods require exemplar image(s) , the target image is modified to have a 
similar color histogram.

 Our implementation is based on Reinhard et al. [5] and Zhao et al. [10].

 Images: Unity Car Tutorial.
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